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the group behind this effort is called the password cracker script discord, and it's a highly active community where users help
expose scams by reporting them and collaborating on the data. here's a little bit of what they do in a typical day: one very

active community of users took an afternoon to see if they could provoke the scammer into dialing them and possibly looking
into what they do in a particular subreddit. they discovered that there was only one way to score a phone call: set a password
and use it a random number of times on different sites. on reddit, it would look like the following: fortunately, these examples
of automated ticket scalping are unique cases of abuse. unfortunately, it is the culmination of a problem that has plagued the
ticketing industry for decades. tickets often sell out, but only after time has passed. to the casual buyer, something is wrong

when the tickets appear to be sold out even though the purchaser can still get tickets later. this is especially vexing when the
bad bots may retain the tickets for sale for years, sometimes decades. after learning of a bot accidentally scooping up tickets
in a sncashedule concert in spain earlier this year, ticketmaster considered blocking all further bad bots from their sales, but
they quickly scrapped the idea after discovering it would have a dramatic impact on the sustainability of the sncaschedule
brand. they feared the bot would taint the rest of their on-sales and damage the credibility of their clients. with the help of
their partners, they decided to try a temporary solutions: when a bad bot made an on-sale, ticketmaster allowed users to

report it. they highly encouraged folks to report the bot rather than assisting them in their scheme, and the bot kept posting
lower-priced tickets. in fact, the bot was reportedly scooping up tickets with just 20% of a face value.
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